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Abstract:  
Bankruptcy of a business firm is an event which results substantial losses to creditors and stockholders. A model 

which is capable of predicting an upcoming business failure will serve as a very useful tool to reduce such 

losses by providing warning to the interested parties. This was the main motivation for Beaver (1966) and 

Altman (1968) to construct bankruptcy prediction models based on the financial data (Deakin 1972). 

This research study also initiated with a great interest on this subject to investigate the predictive capability of 

financial ratios for forecasting of corporate distress and bankruptcy events. This study is expounded on similar 

previous studies by Altman (1968), Ohlson (1980), Beaver (1966) by examining the effectiveness of financial 

ratios for predicting of corporate distress. The logistics regression analysis (LRA) statistical method is used to 

scan the risk factors from the previous financial year data and prediction models are constructed which can 

reasonably classify the expected bankruptcy group and can reasonably predict the solvency status of a firm. The 

research has been focused on the USA companies only. A set of bankrupted and non-bankrupted company 

financial data are used for constructing the bankruptcy prediction model and then a second set of bankrupted 

and non-bankrupted company financial data has been used to test the classification accuracy of the constructed 

models. The result of this study is consistent with the previous bankruptcy prediction researches outcomes. This 

study also investigates the time factor implication of bankruptcy prediction models using 5 years financial 

ratios. 

Like other research projects this project is not without certain limitations and weaknesses. The bankrupted 

company data collection and compilation was a great challenge due to most of the bankrupted companies cease 

to operate or cease to be existed. Thanks to the great treasure of Mergent online database which facilitated 

collection of bankrupted company data. In order to facilitate identifying and collecting bankrupted company 

data, it is presumed that the companies which show as inactive status in Mergent online database are distressed 

or bankrupted companies. Another practical obstacle was the functionality of SPSS software and the output 

interpretation of the SPSS software; I used Andy Field’s “Discovering Statistics using SPSS” book to decipher 

the statistical jargons and to formulate the bankruptcy equations. Our constructed prediction model cannot be 

used universally as the study depended upon exclusively on US firm’s financial data, therefore the constructed 

prediction model can proved to be very useful tool for the US financial analysts and turnaround specialists to 

identify the distressed firms. In the case we need to use this model in other geographical location, the 

coefficients of the predictor variables must be re-estimated using the particular country’s financial data.  
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I. Introduction 
The current global financial climate demands even the best international companies to constantly 

monitor their financial situation and their related companies with which they cooperate. Globalization process 

has delivered a complex network of relationships in the business environment. Due to increase in complexity of 

related business environment, forecasting the financial health of companies nowadays became increasingly 

important and worthwhile to analyse (Korol 2013). Bankruptcy is a continuous process, which can be 

distinguished into several stages, starting from the emergence of the first signs of financial crisis, through 

blindness and ignorance towards the financial and nonfinancial symptoms of crisis in a firm, to inappropriate 

activities that lead to the final phase of the crisis, which is bankruptcy. The Bankruptcy process cycle may take 

up to 5–6 years which is not a sudden phenomenon and impossible to predict, however the earlier warning 

signals can be detected and corrective measures may avoid the ultimate bankruptcy event depending on the 

preparation and reactions of the management to tackle the bankruptcy (Korol 2013). Due to the recent 

worldwide corporate financial crisis the need to reform the existing financial architecture has been intensified. 

Objective of business crisis prediction is to build models that can read the risk factors from the past observations 
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and evaluate business crisis risk of companies with a much broader scope (Lin et al. 2011). Ozkan cited in Lin et 

al. 2011 mentioned that financial indicators has been reviewed by number of researchers as a major basis for 

predicting financial distress and some common methodologies including peer group analysis, comprehensive 

risk assessment systems, and statistical and econometric analysis. Premachandra (2009) argued that bankruptcy 

prediction is important because corporate failure imposes significant direct and indirect costs on stakeholders. 

Warner cited in Premachandra (2009), evidence suggests that direct bankruptcy costs (such as court costs, 

lawyers and accountants fees) may be as low as 5%, or (Altman cited in Premachandra 2009) can shoot up to 

28% when both direct and indirect costs (such as lost sales, lost profits, higher cost of credit, inability to issue 

new securities and lost investment opportunities) are considered. Therefore, the early detection of potential 

bankruptcy is very important due to corporate decision makers make their decisions in a world of dynamic 

technology development, imperfect knowledge and uncertainty (Premachandra 2009).  

Niewrzedowski cited in Korol (2013) indicated that as per statistical analysis by Huler-Hermes, the 

number of potential bankruptcies has been increased in USA by 54%, in Spain by 118% and in the UK by 56%. 

Therefore the importance of early warning of potential bankruptcy has been increased along with the overall 

increase of bankruptcy risk in companies around the world. This paper is a deductive study of usefulness of 

financial ratios in predicting of corporate failures. In this paper bankruptcy prediction models are constructed 

using Logistics Regression Analysis (LRA) in SPSS software. The constructed models are analysed for their 

effectiveness in terms of classification accuracy, Model data fitness, predictor variable significance. Each of 

these model’s predictor variables are analysed for their contribution towards the outcome of bankruptcy 

prediction equations and their individual significance towards the probability of bankruptcy status of the firms. 

Selected Financial Ratios are analysed and tested using IBM SPSS software and MS Excel software to answer 

the following research questions:-  

1)  How are the financial ratios relevant for predicting of upcoming bankruptcy events?  

2)  Are the most recent financial ratios indicating the upcoming bankruptcy more significantly than the 

distant financial ratios?  

This study is an empirical research and analysis of secondary data which is based on previous 

theoretical framework and the study will contribute towards re-examining the effectiveness of financial ratios 

and the bankruptcy predictive models. In my paper I constructed the bankruptcy predictive models using the 

Binary Logistics regression analysis on 39 bankrupted firms and 50 non-bankrupted firms. Seven (7) financial 

ratios are being selected as predictor variables and bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy has been used as categorical 

variables to construct the LOGIT Model. Another set of secondary data has been collected for 27 bankrupted 

firms and 29 non- bankrupted firms to test the prediction classification accuracy of the bankruptcy models. 

In the second chapter of this paper the literature review and previous researches has been discussed and 

scrutinized closely to answer the research question theoretically. Bankruptcy prediction has a large number of 

literature and large number of statistical analysis techniques has been used by different researchers, in this study 

only most important and relevant researches has been discussed and analysed. The literature review chapter 

covers relevance of Financial Reports, predictor variables, statistical techniques i.e. Multiple Discriminant 

Analysis (MDA), Logistics Regression Analysis (LRA). Other research papers of Altman (1968), Beaver 

(1966), Zavgren (1985) are also discussed due to high relevance with corporate bankruptcy literature. The third 

chapter contains methodology of the research which elaborates the methods and techniques used in this paper. 

Methodology chapter is the basic guideline how the research has been carried out starting from selection of 

samples to the end how to analyse and interpret the statistical outcomes of this research. The fourth chapter 

contains analysis and result which depicts the detail of analysis it has been carried out in this research and the 

result of the research. The bankruptcy prediction models are constructed in the fourth chapter and further 

analysed and ranked for classification accuracy, goodness of fit test to identify the best model among all six 

models. The last chapter discussion and conclusion is a general discussion on research findings, theoretical 

implications, practical implications, limitations of the research, and future research directions.  

 

II. Literature Review 
In this chapter the prior Bankruptcy prediction research studies, bankruptcy literature, financial ratios, 

statistical methods are discussed in detail which underpins the theoretical framework of this study and answers 

the research questions theoretically. The relevance of financial statements are discussed due to the financial 

ratios are used to build the prediction model and we also tested the classification accuracy of these models using 

financial ratios. The previous researches have been discussed to compare and contrast the methods used in those 

researches. Lastly the statistical analysis methods are discussed to compare the strength and weaknesses of the 

widely used statistical methods (i.e. MDA, LRA).  
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2.1. Relevance of Financial Reports for Bankruptcy Literature  

Financial reports are prime indicators of business performance of an enterprise. The external and 

internal users depend on the financial reports to take business decisions to optimize their respective interests in 

the business firms. Due to recent several corporate scandals the financial reports reliability and dependability 

has been questioned and criticized in corporate world. These incidents drawn close scrutiny, review and 

restructure of financial standards, corporate laws by Government authorities. During 2002 US government has 

introduced Sarbanes–Oxley (SOX) Act to curtail the corporate corruption and regulate the corporations. As a 

result of SOX, top management must now individually certify the accuracy of financial information. In addition, 

penalties for fraudulent financial activity are much more severe. Also, SOX increased the independence of the 

outside auditors who review the accuracy of corporate financial statements, and increased the oversight role of 

boards of directors. The bill was enacted as a reaction to a number of major corporate and accounting scandals 

including those affecting Enron, Tyco International, Adelphia, Peregrine Systems and WorldCom. These 

scandals, which cost investors billions of dollars when the share prices of affected companies collapsed, shock 

public confidence in the nation's securities markets (Anon 2013b). 

As per Keiso et al (1992) financial reports are useful to the investors and creditors and other users in decision 

making process and should be comprehensive to those who have a reasonable understanding of business and 

economic activities. Financial reports should provide information to help investors, creditors, and others assess 

the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of prospective cash flows. Financial reports also should provide 

information about the economic resources of an enterprise, the claims to those resources and the effects of 

transactions that changes its resources and claims to those resources. In a nutshell the main objectives of 

financial reporting are to provide information that is useful in investment and credit decisions, information that 

is useful in assessing cash flow prospects, and information about enterprise resources, claims to those resources 

and changes in them (Keiso et al 1992).  

Agarwal (2008) criticized the validity of the bankruptcy prediction models due to the very nature of the 

Financial Statements on which these models are based on. The author expressed his concern that accounting 

statements only reflects the past performance of a firm and may or may not be effective in predicting the future. 

Furthermore the conservatism and historical cost accounting do not reflect the current value of an asset and may 

have substantial variation from the recorded book value. Accounting records are also subject to manipulation 

and due to the fact that the accounting statements are prepared based on going-concern basis, they are by design 

has limited capability in predicting bankruptcy (Hillegeist cited in Agarwal (2008)). Altman 1993, indicated that 

academicians seems to be moving away from the Financial Reports as a dependable tool for the corporate 

decision making and theorist downgraded the dependability of Financial ratios which are widely used by the 

practitioners. The relevance of ratio analysis has been criticised by many scholars indicating their weakness in 

the case Financial ratios are used as “Nuts and Bolts” instead of being used as an integrated part of a complete 

corporate mechanism. This approach of using the financial ratios also handicapped the usefulness of this useful 

tool. Altman 1993, suggested that instead of moving away from using the financial ratios, using the financial 

ratios in combination with rigorous statistical analytical techniques can bring more accurate outcome instead of 

solely depending on the Financial ratios as standalone basis.  

 

2.2. Previous Researches on Bankruptcy Prediction Models  

Bankruptcy and insolvency have been well-researched for the last several decades by reputed 

researchers in developed countries (Beaver, Altman, Wilcox,Deakin, Ohlson, Taffler, Boritz, Kennedy & Sun, 

cited in Wang et al. 2010). A variety of models have been developed by them using techniques such as Multiple 

Discriminant Analysis (MDA), Logistics Regression Analysis (LRA), Probit, Recursive partitioning, Hazard 

models, and Neural networks (Wang et al. 2010). Although a variety of models are available the business 

community and researchers rely on the models developed by Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) (Boritz cited in 

Wang et al.2010). Survey shows that the majority of international failure prediction research employs MDA 

(Altman, Charitou, Neophytou & Charalambous cited in Wang et al. 2010). Beaver (cited in Wang et al. 2010) 

presented empirical evidence that certain financial ratios, more specifically cash flow/total debt, gave 

statistically significant signals well before actual business failure. Altman (1968) extended Beaver’s (1966) 

analysis by developing a discriminant function which combines ratios in a multivariate analysis. Altman initially 

selected twenty-two (22) ratios based on past studies. He classified those variables into five categories including 

liquidity, profitability, leverage, solvency and activity. Although as per Beaver 1966, the Cash flow to Debt ratio 

was the best single ratio Altman excluded this ratio due to lack of precise depreciation data. Altman finally 

selected five (5) ratios out of these ratios. Altman followed the following procedures to select his final ratios.  

1) Analysis of relative contribution of the ratios  

2) Correlation analysis of the ratios  

3) Predictive accuracy  

4) Judgement of the analysts.  
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(Wang et al. 2010: 76-77).  

The Discriminant function of Altman (1968) is as follows: - 

Z = .012X1 + .014X2 + .033X3 + .006X4 + .999X5  

Where, 

X1=Working capital/Total assets, 

X2 = Retained Earnings/Total assets, 

X3=Earnings before interest and taxes/Total assets, X4= Market value equity/Book value of total debt, X5 = 

Sales/Total assets, 

Z = Overall Index  

As per Altman (1993), the first modern analysis of corporate bankruptcy has been carried out by Beaver (1966). 

Beaver defined failure as the firm’s inability to pay the firms current liabilities as they mature. He classified the 

bankrupted and non-bankrupted firms as per industry and asset size. Beaver conducted three empirical analysis 

as follows:-  

1) Profile analysis 

2) Dichotomous Classification test  

3) Likelihood ratio analysis  

Beaver found predictable difference in the mean values for each of the six ratios in all five years before the 

bankruptcy takes place. Moreover the bankrupted firms indicated a progressive indication of deterioration of 

ratios as the company was approaching the bankruptcy year. Contrarily the non-bankrupted companies ratios 

were relative constant for all the years. The dichotomous classification test involve two categorical variables i.e. 

bankrupted or non- bankrupted. He selected 30 ratios and arranges in ascending order, then he visually 

examined each pair of arrays to find the cut-off point that minimize the percentage of incorrect prediction. 

Beaver used the likelihood ratios to examine the overlap, skewness, and normality of the ratio distribution.  
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One of the most common characteristics of the previous bankruptcy prediction research is that majority 

of the research has been done based on the financial ratios and financial data. Smith and Winakor cited in 

Altman 1993 argued that bankrupted firms indicate a significantly different ratio measurements than healthy 

firms. Beaver cited in Altman 1993: 181, “a number of indicators could discriminate between matched samples 

of failed and non-failed firms for as long as five years prior to failure”.  

According to Wu et al (2010),there are number of papers that propose various firm- characteristics that 

may be useful additional predictors of future bankruptcy. Rose cited in Wu et al (2010), proposed a model of 

diversification for the firms where diversification is used to  reduce the risk of bankruptcy, particularly where 

the ratio of the firm-specific human capital to non-firm specific human capital is high. Denis cited in Wu et al 

(2010), measures firm diversification by the number of segments in the firm. Beaver cited in Wu et al (2010) 

argued that everything remains same the large firms have a less probability of bankruptcy than that of smaller 

counter parts. Wu et al (2010) insisted on firm diversification and firm size are two important characteristics that 

are helpful to predict future bankruptcy.  

A comparative analysis by Grice (2001), of Ohlson’s model and Zmijewski’s model indicates that that 

Models developed using firms from one set of industries may not be highly accurate in predicting bankruptcies 

for firms in other industries. Above findings indicated that the use of Ohlson’s model to predict financial 

distress for non-industrial companies is questionable. Consequently, applications of this model to non-industrial 

companies should be viewed cautiously. On the other hand, Zmijewski’s (1984) model was not sensitive to 

industry classifications for the samples used in his research. This indicates that Zmijewski and Ohlson models 

are more suitable for predicting financial distress instead of predicting bankruptcy. Although these models were 

constructed for bankruptcy prediction, the models are capable of predicting financial distress than bankruptcy. 

Analysts who use these models to identify bankrupt companies use them carefully because all distressed firms 

will not declare bankruptcy (Grice 2001). 

A large number of research works has been conducted on the bankruptcy prediction and financial 

distress forecasting. Although these research works have established certain generalizations regarding the 

performance of the models, the application of these models for assessing bankruptcy potential is still 

questionable. In most of the cases the methodology was univariate and individual indicators were considered as 

important indicators of upcoming problems. Ratio analysis presented in this way was subject to faulty outcome 

and was confusing. A firm with poor financial performance may be classified as potentially distressed firm 

(Altman 1968).  

 

2.3. Review of Bankruptcy Predictor variables  

Lin et al 2011, argued that different financial features used for predicting bankruptcy may yield 

different prediction results and most of the features emphasize finance ratios, such as long term capital, current 

ratio, inventory turnover, EPS and debt coverage stability, fixed asset turnover, profit growth rate, revenue per 

share, net profit growth rate before tax and after tax, etc. (Min, Lee, Shin cited in Lin et al 2011). Altman (1968) 

selected 5 financial ratios i.e. Working Capital/Total Assets, Retained Earnings/Total assets, Earnings before 

interest and taxes/Total assets, Market value equity/Book value of total debt, Sales/Total assets. Beaver (1966) 

selected 30 ratios which were divided into six "common element" groups. Only one ratio from each group has 

been selected as a focus for the analysis. Ohlson (1980) utilized nine different features including firm size.  

The single financial feature used to discern the firms would show some variability, because different 

predicting directions and capabilities with regard to finance ratios, along with conflicting results, lead to widely 

different predictions. In the case an integrated combination of all significant predicted variables could be created 

it would reduce the quantity of variables necessary (Lin et al 2011). 

In this paper seven ratios are finally selected and used for constructing the bankruptcy prediction models and 

further analysing the classification accuracy. These ratios are selected based on their popularity by previous 

bankruptcy prediction researchers as follows(Jayadev 2006): - 

1) Retained Earnings/Total Assets:- This ratio indicates the degree of capitalization made through 

income generated and retained in the company. Although higher ratio indicates better financial health of the 

company the younger firms are expected to have relatively lower ratio.  

2) Shareholders’ Equity/Total Debt: - Debt-equity ratio is the relationship between total debt and net 

worth of the company and It is a standard form of expression of financial risk. High ratio indicates that the entity 

is managed by debt funds instead of equity funds. This ratio has great implication for the credit agency grading 

of its long-term loans i.e. Bonds issued to the market. The more the company is dependent on external loan the 

credit rating degrades accordingly.  

3) Total Liabilities/Net Worth: - This ratio is important for determining the credit risk, whether the net 

worth of a firm is sufficient to meet its total debt obligations.  

4) Cash Flow from Operations/Total Assets: - Cash flow from operations to total asset ratio is an 

important indicator for short term financial management efficiency of a company.  
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5) Working capital/ total assets: - The ratio measures the net liquid assets relative to total assets.  

6) Earnings before interest and taxes/ total assets: -This is simple benchmark of profitability of a firm 

which evaluates the how much profit the company is making investing a certain amount of assets.  

7) Sales/ total assets: -This ratio measures the revenue generation capacity of a company utilizing its 

exiting infrastructural support i.e. assets.  

 

2.4. Review of Statistical Techniques  

The researchers used different statistical methods such as Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) 

(Altman, Beaver, Chuvakhin cited in Lin et al 2011) and Logistics Regression Analysis (LRA) (Ohlson, 

Zmijewski cited in Lin et al 2011). Due to technological break through the computer technology is widely used 

in the business prediction and applying complex algorithms in analysing huge data sets became handy and easy. 

Beside MDA and LRA there are new algorithms such as the Decision Tree (DT) (Tam cited in Lin et al 2011), 

Neural Network (Lee, Han, Ozkan-Gunay, Tam cited in Lin et al 2011) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

(Chandra, Ravi, Bose, Chen, Ding, Song, Hua, Wang, Xu, Zhang, Liang, Shin, Wu, Tzeng, Goo cited in Lin et 

al 2011) are used. Recently more sophisticated Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) models are developed that 

includes the CBR with several classifiers (Li cited in Lin et al 2011), OR- CBR (Li, Sun cited in Lin et al 2011) 

and ranking-order CBR (Li cited in Lin et al 2011).  

 

2.4.1. Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA)  

According to Altman (1993) MDA is a statistical method used to classify an observation into one of 

several predicting groupings depending on the characteristics of individual observation. MDA is used mainly in 

the case of dependent variable appears in qualitative form i.e. male or female, bankrupt or non-bankrupt. 

Therefore the first step in MDA is to establish categorical group classification. After grouping is done the data 

are collected and MDA in its most simple form derives a linear equation which best discriminate between 

groups. If a particular firm has financial ratios which can be quantified for all the companies in the analysis, the 

MDA determines a set of discriminant coefficients and these coefficients when applied to the real life financial 

ratios a basis for categorization into one of the mutually exclusive groupings occurs. The MDA technique has 

the advantage of considering an entire profile of characteristics common to the relevant firms and the 

collaboration of these properties. On the other hand a univariate study can consider only the measurements used 

for group assignments one at a time.  

As per Altman (1968), although MDA was not a popular regression analysis, it has been used in 

different disciplines mainly in the biological and behavioural sciences since its first application in the 1930's. 

More recently MDA had been applied successfully to financial problems like consumer credit evaluation and 

investment classification. Walter cited in Altman (1968), utilized MDA model to classify high and low price 

earnings ratio firms and Smith cited in Altman (1968) used MDA model to classify standard investment 

categories.  

Primary advantage of MDA in dealing with classification problems is its capability of analysing the 

whole variable profile of the object simultaneously rather than sequentially. As linear and integer programming 

have been developed from traditional techniques in capital budgeting, the MDA technique also has potential to 

reformulate the problem correctly from traditional ratio analysis. The combinations of ratios can be analysed 

together in order to eliminate ambiguities and misclassifications seen in traditional studies (Altman 1968).  

Altman (1993) mentioned that MDA has another strength that it decreases the number of different 

independent variables to G-1 dimension (s), where G equals the number of original priori groups. This analysis 

is concerned with two groups, bankrupted and non-bankrupted. Therefore, the analysis is converted into a 

simple form: one dimension.  

 

The discriminant function, Z= V1 X1 + V2 X2 + V3 X3 +------------+ Vn Xn converts the individual variable 

value to a single discriminant value, or Z score which is then used to classify the object.  

Where,   V1, V2,............., Vn = discriminant coefficients,  

and X1, X2,...............Xn = independent variables  

The Multiple Discriminant Analysis calculates the discriminant coefficients, V1, and the independent variables 

X1 are the actual values of the model and j =1,2,.........,n.  

According to Ohlson (1980) although MDA was a popular technique for bankruptcy research using 

vectors of predictors, there are weaknesses of MDA. In MDA some statistical requirements are enforced on the 

distributional properties of the predictors i.e. the variance- covariance matrices of the predictors must be equal 

for both the groups. Furthermore, a necessity of normally distributed predictors reduces against the use of 

dummy independent variables. These conditions are not very important if the only purpose of the model is to 

develop a discriminating device. The output of a MDA model is a score which has minimal intuitive 

interpretation due to it is an ordinal ranking device. Further there are certain problems related to the "matching" 
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procedures which are used in MDA. Bankrupted and healthy firms are matched according to criteria such as 

asset size, industry and these tend to be somewhat illogical (Ohlson 1980).  

 

2.4.2 Logistics Regression Analysis (LRA)  

Some researchers used Logistics Regression Model (Logit Model) in their research for predicting 

bankruptcy (Ohlson 1980, Zavgren1985, Charitou 2004). Press and Wilson cited in Aziz et al 1988, mentioned 

that Logistic Regression Analysis (LRA) is theoretically more appealing than the Multiple Discriminant 

Analysis (MDA) when dependent variables are binary or dichotomous, LRA has been recommended by Ohlson 

(1980) for bankruptcy prediction (Aziz et al 1988). 

 

Zavgren (1985), in her research paper identified that conditional probability models estimate the 

probability of occurrence of a choice or outcome; they depend on the attribute vector of predictor variable to 

estimate the probability of the occurrence. LRA model was initially developed by a biologist (Finney cited in 

Zavgren 1985) which can assess the probability of commercial distress also. Conditional probability models 

estimate the probability of a dichotomous dependent variable by using coefficients on the predictor variables. 

These coefficients can be interpreted as the effect of a unit change in a predictor variable on the probability of 

the dependent variable. A cumulative probability distribution is required to constrain the result of the analysis 

within the acceptable limit (0 or 1) values of probability distributions. Therefore in the case the logistic function 

is used this constitutes the Logit model (Zavgren 1985). 

As per Field (2009) in logistics regression the probability of outcome of Y event occurrence is 

predicted instead of predicting the value of this variable. The logistic regression equation has many similarities 

to the linear regression equations. When there is only one predictor variable X1, the logistic regression equation 

from which the probability of Y is predicted is given by in which P(Y) is the probability of Y occurring and 

(exp) is the base of natural logarithms, and the other coefficients form a linear combination the same way as in 

simple regression. The bracketed portion of the equation is similar to the linear regression equation where the 

constant is (β0), predictor variables (X1, X2,...... Xs) and coefficients attached to those predictors are (β1 

,β2,...... βs). 

 

As per Dielman (cited in Charitou 2004) the Logit model uses the coefficients of the predictor variables 

to predict the probability of occurrence of a dichotomous dependent variable. For predicting bankruptcy this 

technique weighs the financial ratios and yields a score for each firm to classify as either failed or non-failed.  

 

The logit model can be written as follows:-  

 
The critical value used for classifying firms between the two groups was set to the default value of 

0.50, which presumes an equal probability of group membership (Charitou 2004). 

 

Zavgren (1985) states that deciding between discriminant analysis or a conditional probability model depends 

mainly on the intended use. Dichotomous classification requires only discriminant analysis and this 

dichotomous partition of the outcome space is less useful for an investor in capital stock, purchaser of bonds, or 

a banker making a commercial loan decision than a core evaluation of financial risk. Martin cited in Zavgren 

1985, indicated that for many decisions the user may need to be capable of varying the levels of response to risk 

of failure. For example, when discussing the commercial loan noncompliance Chesser (cited in Zavgren 1985) 

observes that noncompliance not necessarily means that a borrower will completely default on his loan but 

rather that some special agreement have to be arranged which will result in settlement of the loan under 

conditions less favorable than those specified in the original agreement. The likelihood assessment of such an 
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event makes possible some adjustments as risk-premiums in addition to the prevailing interest rates. Martin 

(cited in Zavgren 1985) used an alternative of discriminant analysis which uses a maximum likelihood 

estimation technique to assess probabilities. Using a logit model he tested the results of this estimation against 

the null hypothesis that the probability of failure is equal to the prior probability in the population. Martin found 

that both linear and quadratic discriminant functions had likelihood functions significantly lower than the null 

hypothesis. This means that the null hypothesis will provide a better probability estimate than either 

discriminant function. On the other hand the Logit model had a likelihood function significantly higher than the 

null hypothesis, which indicates the Logit model provided significantly better probability estimates from the 

same data (Martin cited in Zavgren 1985). Martin (cited in Zavgren 1985) indicated that although classification 

accuracy is high, the probabilities obtained from the discriminant function may be far from accuracy. When a 

population contains irregular proportions of groups the classification accuracy can be improved by increasing 

the size of the smaller group. It is not unusual that the use of a non-representative group will influence the 

results of discriminant analysis since most research studies used equal- sized matched samples (Martin cited in 

Zavgren 1985).  

As demonstrated in the above literature review it is clear that the financial ratios are a useful tool for 

the corporate bankruptcy predication. The majority of the literature suggests that Financial statement and ratios 

are a crucial information for predicting of corporate distress. Most of the researchers started with a wide number 

of ratios and then they narrowed down the list to minimum number of ratios which they find indicating the 

corporate distress more clearly than others. The studies of Altman (1993) suggest that the financial ratios should 

be used along with statistical methods in order to achieve optimal result. Different researchers used different 

statistical methods for constructing the prediction models the MDA and LRA are the most commonly used 

statistical methods which are used in the construction of the models. As we can see from table-(I) that much of 

the bankruptcy research has been conducted analysed data from the 60s and 70s, our research study will 

contribute towards the effectiveness of financial ratios as it is based on the contemporary data and will reflect 

more recent effectiveness of the financial ratios contrary to the previous studies which has been conducted based 

on the old data.  

 

III. Methodology 
In this chapter we discussed the methodology adopted in this research study. In this study financial data 

ratios of bankrupted and non-bankrupted companies are used for 5 years period. Logistics regression analysis 

(LRA) is used as statistical analytical tool for constructing bankruptcy prediction models and further analysis of 

the model classification accuracy, fitness and effectiveness for predicting of bankruptcy status. 

 

3.1.Selection of Predictor variables 

The first step of our methodology is selecting predictive variables which is done based on previous 

research papers and literature review. In this study I used all the variables which were used by Altman (1968), in 

his research study except for the Market value of equity/ Total debt. This ratio has been replaced with Owner’s 

Equity/ Total debt due to non-availability of the market value of the bankrupted firms in the Megent online 

database. The Owner’s equity/ Total debt ratio and Total liabilities/ Net Worth ratio were selected which were 

used by Charitou (2004) in their research paper. Another important ratio the Cash-flow from operations/ Total 

assets ratio is selected which was used by Deakin (1972), and Ohlson (1980).  
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3.2. Study Population  

Green (cited in Field 2009) suggested two rules of thumb for the minimum acceptable sample size, the 

first based on whether we want to test the overall fit of our regression model and the second based on whether 

we want to test the individual predictors. If we want to test the model overall, then it was recommended a 

minimum sample size of 50 + 8k, where k is the number of predictors. So, with five predictors, we would need a 

sample size of 50 + 40 = 90. If we want to test the individual predictors then it was suggested a minimum 

sample size of 104 + k, so again taking the example of 5 predictors you’d need a sample size of 104 + 5 = 109. 

Based on the above rules initially 50 bankrupted firms and 60 non-bankrupted firms have been selected. The 

selected number of bankrupted firms dropped to 39 firms and the number of non-bankrupted dropped to 50 due 

to non-availability of required financial data.  

 

3.3. Selection of Bankrupted and Non-bankrupted firms  

The most difficult task of data collection was finding a complete list of Bankrupted companies due to 

most of the bankrupted companies cease to operate and does not publish any more financial statements. The 

Mergent online database has been used in this research for collecting Bankrupted and Non-bankrupted company 

financial data. The firms which are showing as inactive in Mergent online database are presumed as bankrupted 

firms. In order to avoid lengthy and costly way to collect Bankrupted data from an authenticated authority like 

Dun & Bradstreet the bankrupted firms are selected which are showing as inactive and has available Financial 

data for at least 5 years period counting back word from year 2011 and the firms which are being inactivated on 

or before 2011. I also assumed that the latest financial available data is one year prior data from the actual 

bankruptcy date of the respective firms. Therefore it is assumed that the inactivated companies have issued their 

last Financial report one year prior to the actual bankruptcy date. The selected bankrupted firm’s financial 

reports falls between year 1997 to 2011, therefore the selected companies bankruptcy dates will fall tentatively 

between year 1998 to 2012.  

Initially fifty (50) bankrupted firms and sixty (60) non bankrupted firms were selected to use in this 

study. Due to non-availability of complete Financial reports eleven (11) firms were excluded from the 

bankrupted selected pool. Although the non-bankrupted firm Financial information is easy to collect ten (10) 

initially selected firms were excluded due to lack of financial information which is required to calculate the 

selected ratios. The Mergent online database was also mainly used for collecting the non-bankrupted company 

Financial data. Financial Institutions and Insurance companies have been excluded from the research data pool 

due to non-availability of essential elements for calculating the Financial ratios in these companies financial 

statements. The research geographical parameter has been limited within USA due to two main reasons, the 

companies operates under one corporate Law will give more uniform Financial information than companies 

operate under different taxation laws and corporate laws. Secondly the bankrupted company data is very 

difficult to obtain for other countries other than USA. 

As suggested in the research paper of Peel (1988) in this study the financial year end, firm size, 

industry of the selected firms were not attempted to be matched. 
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3.4. Construction of Prediction Models  

Takahashi et al 1984 in their research paper identified that the prediction models can be constructed and several 

different types of prediction models can be developed depending upon what financial statement data and indices 

are used as follows: - 

a) Non-adjusted data or data adjusted to reflect the exceptions, reservations and/or qualifications 

appearing in the audit reports;  

b) Accrual or cash base financial data indices;  

c) Index values for three years before failure or only for the first year before failure  

d) Ratios alone, or a combination of ratios and absolute amounts.  

Theoretically, combination of (a), (b), (c), and (d) above could produce 16 different model types. The prediction 

models developed by Altman (1968) and Altman et al. (1977) are different in that the former uses financial 

statement data ratios for the first year before failure alone, while the later uses both financial statement data 

ratios and absolute amounts for more than one year before bankruptcy.  

In this study I used Logistics Regression analysis in IBM SPSS software to construct the prediction models. The 

bankrupted firms financial ratios has been used in the analysis based on the last available report of the respective 

firms. Individual Logit model has been created using each of the years financial ratios and going back word 4 

years from the last reporting year. The non-bankrupted Financial statements has been used for period 2008 to 

2012 for a span of 5 years against the bankrupted companies financial data using the following matching 

principal: - 

 
 

The 2012 financial data for non-bankrupted companies has been paired with the last reporting year data 

of bankrupted firms as exhibited in Exhibit-1. This way I find five (5) different sets of financial data for both 

bankrupted and non-bankrupted firms which have been plotted in the SPSS to construct prediction models. 

Further another set of financial data has been built using 5 years pooled ratios together assuming that all these 

financial data belongs to one single year. Each of the bankrupted and non-bankrupted company five years 

financial ratios (predictor variables) are then analysed in the SPSS software using the Binary Logistics 

Regression Analysis. From the SPSS output we find the coefficients (B Value) of the predictor variables to 

construct the bankruptcy prediction models. The SPSS outputs a set of coefficients for each year’s financial 

ratios. The models are constructed using the B value of each year’s SPSS output. The B value is the 

unstandardized beta, the S.E stands for standard error, Wald stands for each of the variables significance and the 

Exp (B) is the odd ratio which indicates the relationship of the predictor and the occurrence of the event. The 

coefficient (B Value) for each of these outputs has been formulated in the following equations to build the final 

models: -  
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Solving these equations using respective actual ratios of a firm indicates whether the firm belongs to 

Bankrupted or Non-bankrupted group. The result of these equations either yields Zero (0) for the Non-

bankrupted firms or one (1) for the Bankrupted firms which is the indication whether they belongs to bankrupted 

group or non-bankrupted group. Using the same methodology, the analysts can use these models effectively to 

classify the failed and non-failed firms with reasonable accuracy.  

 

IV. Empirical Analysis and Results 
In this chapter the results of this study is analysed using the methodologies described in the earlier 

chapter. In this study 39 bankrupted firms and 50 non-bankrupted firms has been finally selected for building up 

of the prediction models and further the statistical outputs has been analysed to answer the research question. 
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The logistics regression analysis output indicates three major benchmark of the models and the predictor 

variables as follows:-  

1) Classification Accuracy of models 

2) TheModel’sfitness 

3) The predictor variable’s significance  

 

4.1. Classification Accuracy of the Constructed models  

The classification accuracy is the most easy-to-understand bench mark of the models effectiveness. Table (IV) 

as below shows the classification accuracy of different models which indicates different classification accuracy 

capability of the models. As we can see the null model before adding any predictor variable shows an uniform 

outcome of 56.18% which indicates that the models can predict the bankruptcy status of a firm with 56.18% 

accuracy.  

 
 

After the predictor variables are introduced in the models the classification accuracy has been improved 

dramatically with a maximum accuracy improvement of 31.46% occurred for the model-1 and the lowest 

improvement of 21.34% in classification accuracy occurred for the model-4. Apparently, the Table (VI) 

indicates that there is a substantial improvement of the predicative capacity of the models ranging from 56% to 

38% depending on the year of data used to construct the models.  

 

4.2. Classification Accuracy Test using secondary data:-  

The constructed models are now being tested on secondary data using 5 years’ same ratios. In this stage 

another 35 bankrupted and 30 non-bankrupted firms secondary financial data for 5 years are collected from the 

Mergent online database. Finally out of those 65 bankrupted and non-bankrupted firms, I was able to find usable 

data for 27 bankrupted companies and 29 non- bankrupted companies. In this second time data collection the 

same matching principal has been used demonstrated in table (III). The same seven ratios are calculated from 

these financial data in order to test the prediction models.  

 

4.2.1. Bankrupted firms Classification Accuracy  

The classification accuracy for the bankrupted firms are demonstrated in table(V), where Model- 1 

shows maximum classification accuracy of 70.37% for the year before the bankruptcy (Year t). The 

classification accuracy has been declined to 40.74% for this model progressively and consistently for the earlier 

years till the 5th year prior to the bankruptcy (year t-4). The model-2, year t classification accuracy is more than 

model-1 which is 85.19% and also progressively declined to 55.56% for the year t-4. The model-3 classification 

accuracy for the year t is less than model 2 but more than model-1 which is 81.48%. The classification accuracy 

for model-3 also shows a consistent decline as we go back word till year t-4. The model-4 classification 

accuracy sustains only 62.96% which increases in year t-1 and t-2 and again declined for year t-3 and t-4 till 

59.26%. Interestingly the model-5 year t and year t-4 shows same classification accuracy of 55.56%, for model 

5 the middle year’s classification accuracy shows increase in the year t-1 and further decline till year t-4. Model-

6 which was constructed using the 5 year’s pooled data shows the highest accuracy of all the models with 

accuracy of 88.89% for the year t. For model-6 the other year’s accuracy also declines consistently till 55.56%. 

The analysis clearly indicates that the models are able to predict the bankruptcy more accurately for year t (1 

year prior to the bankruptcy) than for year t-4 (5th year prior to the bankruptcy). This indicates that the most 

recent data prior to the bankruptcy plays an important role in business crisis prediction and the importance 

diminishes progressively as the earlier year’s data is applied going back word till year t-4. The above analysis 

also indicates that the pooled data constructed model, model-6 is able to predict the bankruptcy with maximum 

accuracy on the year before the bankruptcy event takes place.  
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Figure-2: Classification Accuracy Test of Bankrupted firms using Secondary Data 

 
 

4.2.2. Non-bankrupted firms classification accuracy  

The classification accuracy for non-bankrupted firm’s is demonstrated in table-(VI), where it shows 

model-1 classification accuracy for year t is 82.76% which increases to 93.10% for year t-1 and then 

progressively declines till 75.86% for year t-4. The model-2 classification accuracy for year t shows 75.86% 

which increases to 82.76% for the year t-1 and later declined till 72.41% for year t-4. Model-3 and 4 also has 

same classification accuracy for year t and with similar trend the year t-1 classification accuracy increases for 

both the models and declined to 68.97% and to 72.41% respectively for year t-4. For the model-5 the year t 
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classification accuracy is also ranked second highest likewise of other models. Model-5 subsequent 3rd, 4th and 

5th year classification accuracy shows same percentage of 75.86%. Model-6 year t shows a classification 

accuracy of 72.41% which increases to 79.31% for year t-1 and further declines to 65.52% for year t-4. The 

analysis of non-bankrupted firms data indicates that all of our models are able to classify the non-bankrupted 

firms with a reasonable accuracy.  

 

 
 

Figure-3: Classification Accuracy Test of Non-bankrupted firms using Secondary Data 
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4.3. Ranking and Selection of best Constructed Model based on Classification Accuracy  

The classification accuracy test on the secondary data as demonstrated in Table-(V) & (VI) shows that 

the most recent year’s financial data plays a major role in financial prediction. The above analysis also shows 

that the ratio distributions of non-bankrupted firms are quite stable throughout the five years before failure. As 

per Table (V) the model-6 performs best to classify the bankrupted firms almost 89% for the year t which 

declines to 55.56% for year t-4. Further the Model-6 is able to classify the non-bankrupted firms with reasonable 

accuracy with a maximum accuracy of almost 80% for year t-1 which declines to 65.52% for year t-4.  

As per table (V) and (VI) the Model-1 is the nearest competitor of Model-6 which is able to predict the 

bankruptcy with good accuracy for the Non-failed firms with a maximum accuracy of 93.10% for year t-1 which 

declines to 75.86% for year t-4. The Model-1 classification accuracy for bankrupted firm is poor which is 

maximum of 70.37% which declines till 40.74% for the year t-4 which placed the model-6 rank well below the 

rank of model-1. 

Based on the above analysis the Model-6 shows best classification accuracy among all six prediction models for 

both bankrupted and non-bankrupted firms. 

Therefore the following prediction model represents the best model out of all of the constructed models:-  

 
Therefore the following prediction model represents the best model out of all of the constructed models:-  

Where,  

X1 = Retained Earnings/ Total Sales 

X2 = Shareholders’ Equity/Total Debt 

X3 = Total Liabilities/Total Net worth 

X4 = Cashflow from operations/Total Assets 

X5 = Working Capital/Total Assets 

X6 = Earnings before interest and taxes/Total Assets 

X7 = Sales/ Total Assets 

 

4.4. Assessing the Model’s fitness [Log-likelihood (-2LL statistics), R & R
2 

s]  

As mentioned by Field 2009, log-likelihood is an indicator of how much unexplained information 

remained after the model has been fitted, in other words log-likelihood value indicates the overall fit of the new 

model. Therefore larger values of the log-likelihood statistics indicate poorly fitted statistical models, because 

the larger the value of the log-likelihood, the more unexplained observations are left over. In the case a model is 

better fitted, the predictor variable inclusion in the model reduces the value of the -2LL comparing to the null 

model -2LL value.  

 

 
 

Table (VII) shows a substantial drop in -2LL value from the null model -2LL value which indicates 

that the models predictive capacity improves due to the introduction of the predictor variables. The chi-square 

statistics measures the difference between the -2LL values before and after introduction of the predictor 

variables in the model. The table (VII) shows the maximum reduction percentage (51%) of the -2LL value for 

the model-1 which indicates that model-1 is the best fitted model and minimum reduction percentage (24%) of 

the -2LL value for the model-5 indicates that it is the poorest fitted model out of all of the six constructed 

models.  
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Before going to the analysis of the R
2

, it would be worth to look at the relations between the different R
2

. As 

per Field 2009, the multiple correlation coefficients R and the corresponding R
2

-value are useful measures of 

how well the model fits the data. R-statistics is the partial correlation between the outcome variable and each of 

the predictor variables and it may vary from -1 to 1. Positive value of R-statistics indicates that as the predictor 

variable increases, the likelihood of the event occurring is also increases. The negative value indicates that as the 

predictor variable increased, the likelihood of the event occurring reduces. Further when a variable is having a 

smaller value of R then the variable contributes only a smaller amount to the model. The equation for Rs are as 

follows (Field 2009):-  

 
The Hosmer and Lemeshow’sR

2
L can vary from 0 (indicating that the predictor is useless at predicting 

the outcome of the variable) and 1 (indicating that the model predicts the outcome variable perfectly). However 

Hosmer and Lemeshow’s R
2

Lis not the measure can vary from 0 (indicating the predictor is useless used by 

SPSS rather SPSS uses Cox and Snell’s R
2

CSwhich is based on the log- likelihood of the model (LL(New)) and 

the log-likelihood of the of the original model (LL(baseline)), and the sample size, n. Due to Cox and Snell’s 

R
2
CSstatistics never reaches its theoretical maximum of 1, Nagelkerke suggested that the Cox and Snell’s 

R
2
CSshould be amended as depicted in the above equation for Nagelkerke’sR

2
N . 

As presented in Table (VII) the model-1 shows most significant and values of 0.674 and 0.503 which 

indicates that model-1 predicts the outcome variable most perfectly. On the other hand model-5 shows the 

lowest of all and values of 0.380 and 0.283 which indicates that model-5 predicts the outcome variable least 

perfectly. The model-2 and model-3 shows slightly less and values of 0.603 and 0.450 for Model-2 and 0.628 

and 0.469 for model-3. This scores of R2 for model-2 and 3 indicates that the variables for these models are 

capable of predicting the variable outcome whether the firm is going to fail or not but comparatively with less 

accuracy than that of model-1. Further as we can see from table (VII) that model-4 and 6 R square scores show 

more value than that of model-5 outcome, therefore we can conclude that model-4 and model-6 is more capable 

of predicting the variable outcome more accurately than that of other models.  

 

4.5. Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) Test  

As per Hosmer (1991) the Logistic Regression model is being used more frequently in recent years than 

before. During 1989 over 30% of the articles published in the American Journal of Public Health used some 

form of Logistic regression modeling. Although Logistics Regression is used massively the assessment of the 

models are not done adequately which has a substantial risk of ending up with a faulty model. We therefore will 

apply the Hosmer and Lemeshow test in order to assess the goodness of fit for our model.  
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Figure 4: Chart of Hosmer and Lemeshow Model Goodness of fit Test 

 
 

As illustrated in Table (VIII), the model 1 shows a significant (> .05) H-L significance is .655 which is 

good indication of goodness of fit of the model for predicting the observed data. The H- L significance for 

model-2 is lower than model-1 which is .541 indicates lower capability of fitness of the model for the observed 

data. Model-3 H-L significance is .386 which is rather more lower than both model-1 and 2 significance. The H-

L significance of model-4 and 5 are less than the earlier models which is .147 and .063 respectively. Although 

the model-5 H-L significance is relatively very lower than the earlier models, it is above the threshold of .05 

therefore this model is also capable of predicting the observed data with reasonable accuracy. The model-6 

which was constructed based on pooled data is model with H-L significance of .123 which is above the 

threshold of .05. Therefore as per the Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness-of-Fit Test all of our models are 

capable of predicting a significant number of data. Further analysing the Chi-square result for the six models 

indicates progressive increase in the chi-square score of the models starting from year t to year t-4. Both chi-

square and the H-L significance indicates that the model-1 is the best model which is capable of predicting 

maximum number of observed data against the expected outcome.  

 

4.6. Analysing the predictor variable significance [Unstandardised Beta Coefficient (B), Wald Statistics, 

Exponential Beta/ Odd Ratio (Exp(B)]:-  

Unstandardised Beta Coefficient Analysis:-  

The unstandardised beta coefficient analysis is very important outcome of Logistics Regression 

analysis because it indicates the estimates for the coefficients for the predictors included in the models. This 

output inform us the coefficients and statistics for the variables that have been included in the model (namely 
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Intervention and the constant). This b-value is the same as the b- value in linear regression: they are the values 

that we need to replace in equation to establish the probability that a case falls into a certain category. In linear 

regression the value of b represents the change in the outcome resulting from a unit change in the predictor 

variable. The interpretation of this coefficient in logistic regression is very similar in that it represents the 

change in the logit of the outcome variable associated with a one-unit change in the predictor variable. The logit 

of the outcome is the natural logarithm of the odds of Y occurring (Field 2009).  

Table-(IX) shows the unstandardized beta coefficient for the respective predictor variables which determines the 

outcome of the equation whether the firm is belongs to bankrupted group (1) or belongs to non-bankrupted 

group (0).  

 
 

4.7. Wald Statistics Analysis:-  
As per Field (2009) the Wald statistic tells us whether the b coefficient for that predictor is significantly 

different from zero. If the coefficient is significantly different from zero then we can assume that the predictor is 

making a significant contribution to the prediction of the outcome (Y). The Wald statistic is used to determine 

whether a predictor variable is a significant predictor of the event occurance; however, it is more accurate to 

examine the likelihood ratio statistics.  

Menard cited in Field (2009), the Wald statistic should be used cautiously due to when the regression 

coefficient (b) is large, the standard error become inflated, which results underestimation of the Wald statistic. 

The increase of the standard error increases the probability of exclusion of a predictor variable as being 

significant when in reality it is making a significant contribution to the model. 
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As per Table-(X), our predictor variables are showing different level of significance for different 

models. The Table-(X) ranking shows clearly that the variable X5 (Earnings Before Interest & Taxes/Total 

Assets) shows the best significance for the model 1, 2 and 3; however the variable X1 (Retained Earnings/Total 

Assets) shows the best significance for the model 4, 5 and 6. This indicates that for the model 1, 2 and 3 the 

Earning ratio is most important which can influence the prediction outcome of these respective models 

substantially. On the other hand for model 4, 5 and 6 the predictor variable X1 is most significant which 

indicates that Retained earnings ratio has a substantial influence on the prediction outcome of these models. 

From table-(X) it is also visible that the variable X6 (Sales ratio) is least significant for almost all the model 

therefore this variable has lowest importance for the predication outcome of these models.  

 

4.8. Exponential beta/ Odd Ratio [EXP(B)] Analysis:-  
The odds of an event occurring are defined as the probability of an event occurring divided by the 

probability of that event not occurring and should not be confused with the more colloquial usage of the word to 

refer to probability. This proportionate change in odds is the odds ratio, and we can interpret it in terms of the 

change in odds: if the value is greater than 1 then it indicates that as the predictor increases, the odds of the 

outcome occurring increase. Conversely, a value less than 1 indicates that as the predictor increases, the odds of 

the outcome occurring decrease (Field 2009).  
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Table-(XI) demonstrates the odd ratios of the predictor variables which shows relationship of the 

predictor variable to the occurrence of the bankruptcy. Apparently the predictor variable X4 (Working 

Capital/Total Assets) shows the largest odd ratios which indicates that when this predictor variable increases the 

chance of the bankruptcy occurrence increases dramatically. On the other hand odd ratio of the predictor 

variable X5 (Earnings Before Interest & Taxes/Total Assets) is less than 1, which means that when this variable 

increases the chance of bankruptcy reduces.  

 

4.9. Research Results  
The classification accuracy test on the secondary data shows that our model is capable of predicting the 

bankruptcy with a reasonable accuracy. Furthermore our study also shows that the most recent year’s financial 

data plays a major role in financial prediction which is in line with the research finding of Beaver (1966) and 

Altman (1968). The above analysis also endorses the finding of Beaver (1966) that the ratio distributions of non-

bankrupted firms are quite stable throughout the five years before failure. The ratio distributions of the 

bankrupted firms exhibit a marked deterioration as failure approaches (Beaver 1966).  

Based on the above we therefore can conclude that financial ratio is useful in the prediction of 

corporate bankruptcy. Our research also demonstrates that the most recent year’s financial ratios are able to 

predict the bankruptcy more accurately than that of earlier years’ ratios.  

 

V. Discussion 
5.1. Summary of Findings  

This study examines the relevance of financial ratios in forecasting of corporate distress. The research 

outcome is in accordance with previous research outcomes of Altman (1968), Beaver (1966), Ohlson (1980) and 

many others who also find that financial ratio can effectively discriminate between failed and non-failed firms in 

the case the ratios are used in combination with statistical analysis. In this study seven selected financial ratios 

are used and 89 failed and non-failed firm’s financial data has been analysed to construct the bankruptcy 

prediction model. The bankruptcy models shows significant accuracy in predicting of bankruptcy status of firms 

and able to classify the firms with reasonable rate of accuracy which ranges from 70% to 88%. Further the study 

scrutinized and identified most useful financial ratios which significantly influence the result of bankruptcy 

status outcome of a given firm.  

The second question examines the time relevance of financial ratios for predicting corporate distress 

which also in line with previous research outcome of Altman (1968) and Beaver (1966). Altman 1968 

mentioned that the early warning and trend implication “the observed ratios show a deteriorating trend as 

bankruptcy approaches and that the most serious change in majority of these ratios occurred between the third 

and second year prior to bankruptcy”.  

This study constructed six (6) predictive models which has different degree of predictive capacity. The 

model-1 which is created based on most recent financial ratios from the hypothetical bankruptcy dates show 
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most consistent outcome. Model-1 also yields best classification accuracy when analysed on individual year’s 

financial ratios. The model-6 which was constructed based on pooled data also show good level of classification 

accuracy. A comparative analysis shows that the model-6 is a better model in terms of capability of 

classification accuracy than that of model-1. Beside classification accuracy analysis the model fitness test, 

predictor variable assessment tests also given significant positive outcome.  

 

5.2. Theoretical & Empirical Implications 

Theoretical contribution 

This study contributes to the ratio analysis theory by indicating that the ratios are not as effective as 

financial models for diagnosis of corporate distress and bankruptcy. The research paper also indicated that some 

certain financial ratios more worth to be monitored than others due to their significance in the bankruptcy event 

occurrence. 

 

Empirical contribution 

This study empirically proved that financial ratio is an effective tool for predicting of corporate 

distress. The result of this research can be used for future reference in the study of bankruptcy models. Further 

the bankruptcy prediction model constructed in this study can be used for watching the financial health of 

distressed firms and can be used effectively in a turn-around strategic business plan. As our prediction model is 

built based on the contemporary US company data, this model is a useful tool for the US analysts and the 

turnaround specialists. As Altman (1993) mentioned in his book “Corporate Financial Distress and Prediction” 

about a successful turn-around case study of GTI Corporation (Page-267), similarly our model can be used for 

improving financial condition of a distressed firm. Due to the fact that the model is built based on US data 

therefore this model is useful for predicting bankruptcy situation of the US firms and using this model for other 

geographical location may lead to erroneous results, however this model can be reconstructed using same 

methodology and financial data from other geographically located corporations which shall yield similar 

classification accuracy and results.  

 

5.3. Limitations  

During ratio calculation I realized that some of the figures are not readily available i.e. total liability is 

the most common balance sheet item which was absent in several company balance sheets. In this cases the total 

liability is calculated deducting the total equity from total asset (as per accountancy golden rule Total Assets= 

Total Liabilities+ Total Equity). Some of samples companies income statement does not show the EBIT 

(Earnings Before Interest and Taxes) which I calculated by adding the net income with the interest and tax 

expenses.  

Some of the bankrupted company’s certain data is not available in the Financial statement which 

resulted a null result for the calculated ratio. I used zero (0) for these ratios. I excluded the bankrupted company 

sample in the case the Financial data is not sufficient to calculate more than one ratio.  

I excluded some companies from my selected pool due to non-uniformity of balance sheet structure, 

nature of business and size of the company. I had to exclude most mega-companies like Bank of America, 

Citigroup and insurance companies for the same reason. 

 

5.4. Directions for Future Research 

Bankruptcy prediction has drawn substantial interests from researchers and a large number of 

researches have been done on this subject for the last several decades. Most of the research has been done based 

on developing corporate and economic environment (i.e. USA, CANADA and other developed 

countries),however this type of research can bring important insights for other country’s practitioners of 

corporate world for constructing bankruptcy analytical tools and techniques. 

Most of the researches on bankruptcy prediction model are concentrated in whether a firm is going to 

bankrupt or not, majority of the research does not answer a question “when the bankruptcy will take place?” 

In this regard Storey et al cited in Peel (1988): 310 mentioned that, “A final general criticism of existing studies 

is that they exhibit a lack of concern with the process of failure. Indeed we are not aware of any studies that 

have attempted to determine when a business will fail as opposed to whether it will fail. In our view a concern 

with the former question would lead to a greater emphasis upon the process of failure which we believe to be a 

most fruitful area for analysis.” Therefore, there is an important field of unexplored research area for 

determining the tentative future date of a bankruptcy event. As we discussed earlier that our bankruptcy 

prediction model is constructed based on recent USA company data therefore the model is effective for 

predicting corporate distress for US firms. The similar research can be carried out using other geographical 

firm’s financial data to reconstruct the prediction model which may prove to be a useful tool for the analysts of 

this geographic location.  
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5.5. Reflections  
Bankruptcy is generally an event that is the combined result of an ineffective organization and its 

management and the decision of the creditors who try to recover their investments within the scope of the 

bankruptcy code; as such the bankruptcy is generally a “behavioral” event. During early 1980s the International 

Harvester Corporation (I-H) and Chrysler Corp. were in deep distress with Z-score far below 1.8. The Z-Score 

model was clearly classifying both companies as prime candidate for bankruptcy. Both I-H and Chrysler did not 

bankrupt due to the supports from the creditors and suppliers. Chrysler was supported by U.S. government 

played an important role on the other hand I-H’s financial officers convinced its bankers to extend loans in 

exchange of preferred stock. As a result their creditors became shareholders and the banker- creditors agency 

conflicts were reduced. I-H began to rebound subsequent to the firm’s low point during 1982 by selling assets 

and finally sold their huge farm equipment division. The turnaround was further observed as the restructured 

and renamed (Navistar) company first issued low-grade “junk” bonds to repay their bank loans and then 

common stock to repay most of the public bonds. Both the financial and operating performance improved 

(Altman 1993). During 1980 Chrysler Corporation recovered from its risky situation through the government 

loan guarantee of $ 3 billion and a successful introduction of new car models. Without the government loan 

support, Chrysler would have has little choice but to file for bankruptcy protection. The loan guarantee reduced 

certain direct and indirect costs of distress and the bailout was a success. The Chrysler turnaround was dramatic 

but there was doubt whether the turnaround was permanent. Chrysler and other U.S. automakers experienced 

challenging times and substantial losses in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Chrysler’s Z-scores droppedinto 

the distressed zone again in 1990. The most recent Z-scores of I-H and Chrysler include the activities of their 

captive finance company subsidiaries, which will invariably lower the score even further (Altman 1993). The I-

H and Chrysler case study indicates that although the bankruptcy model score shows a negative result, the 

bankruptcy event can be averted through effective strategic planning and actions which can bring about benefit 

not only to the shareholders but also countless stakeholders of the corporations. 

This study responds the research questions clearly through empirical analysis. More importantly the 

research has clarified the usefulness of financial ratios when used in combination with Logistics Regression 

Analysis for predicting of corporate distress with significant classification accuracy. The constructed models 

shows acceptable level of fitness for predicting bankrupted firms. 

The research process took substantial amount of time in collecting financial data for the bankrupted and 

non-bankrupted companies from Mergent online database. Compiling the financial ratios of 89 companies for 5 

years also took a substantial amount of time due to a large number of observations has been calculated [3115 (89 

firms X 5 year X 7 ratios)] using financial statement data. Secondly understanding SPSS statistical analytical 

tools for analysing and formulating the bankruptcy models took a substantial amount of time and effort. 

The research process was a great journey of exploring unexplored knowledge areas which delivered countless 

challenges to overcome. Every time these obstacles have been overcome a new area of knowledge has been 

exposed in front of me. This knowledge exploration venture would not be such effective without enduring this 

strenuous process of study and research.  

 

VI. Conclusion 
In this study we constructed Logistics Regression models to classify the bankrupted and non- 

bankrupted firms. We also tested the pattern of significance of the financial attributes of the constructed models. 

Our models found to be highly significant in distinguishing between bankrupted and non-bankrupted firms over 

the five-years period. The models are being ranked according to their effectiveness and one of the models found 

to be best out of all prediction models. The models have been assessed for effectiveness using Hosmer and 

Lemeshow Goodness-of-fit, Log-likelihood tests which indicates that these models reasonably predicting the 

observed data.  

As per Zavgren (1985) many intangible factors influence the vulnerability of an individual firm which 

includes the unmeasured qualities of assets, the creativity of management, random events, government 

regulation and courts of law. Any econometric model containing only financial statement information will not 

predict with certainty the failure or non-failure of a firm. As Martin recognized, when discussing bank failure (p. 

257): "These excluded variables (most of which cannot be directly observed) determine how vulnerable, in 

terms of the included variables, a bank would have to be in order to fail." These factors determine the "tolerance 

for vulnerability", beyond which the firm will fail. McFadden also discusses this issue in terms of 

"representative" characteristics of the population; thus the prediction of an outcome for an individual will be 

correct only if the representative element of his outcome function dominates the distinctive element (McFadden, 

p. 108).  

As suggested by Beaver (1966) although ratio analysis may provide useful information, ratios must be 

used carefully as all ratios do not predict equally well. The cash-flow to total-debt ratio has excellent 

discriminatory power throughout the five-year period. However, the predictive capacity of the liquid asset ratios 
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is much less. The ratios also do not predict failed and non failed firms with the same degree of accuracy. Non-

failed firms can be correctly classified to a greater extent than failed firms. The investor can not completely 

eliminate the possibility of investing in a firm that will bankrupt in near future. 

Although our research shows that the financial ratios are effective tool for assessing the financial health 

of a corporation the financial ratios should not be used as a stand-alone tool. In the case a financial decision is 

taken based on the current financial ratio of the company there is a high risk remains for the decision to be 

wrong due to not considering the risk factors the company sustained historically. On the other hand if a 

company is assessed using the financial model the decision not only considers the current financial indicator but 

also integrates many other factors to assess the viability of the corporation. Therefore financial ratios used in 

combination with statistical methods can help the decision makers to take organizational decisions more 

accurately.  
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Appendix A : Sample Selection of Bankrupted companies (USA)  
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Appendix B : Sample Selection of Non-bankrupted companies (USA)  
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Appendix C : Five Years Financial Ratios of Bankrupted Companies used for Constructing of 

Bankruptcy Prediction Models  
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Appendix D : Five Years Financial Ratios of Non-bankrupted Companies used for Constructing of 

Bankruptcy Prediction Models  
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Appendix E : Classification Accuracy Test of Model-6 using Secondary data of Bankrupted Companies  
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Appendix F : Classification Accuracy Test of Model-6 using Secondary data of Non- bankrupted 

Companies  
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